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 Adviser use of discretionary services expected to rise


Majority (98%) already use third-party discretionary investment services 
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 FSCS recovers more than £54m from failed providers


Lifeboat fund says it is committed to pursuing best outcomes for customers
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 US and UK elections: Opportunity or not for multi-asset investors? 


‘The post-election environment has been historically positive for markets’



Charlotte Moore
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 Market Movers: Quilter holds fixed income for MPS amid inflation risk
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Artificial intelligence in advice: Finding the winning formula




	
David Downie: Express trust registration - what advisers need to know




	
Planning on cusp of a 'golden age' as tech serves growing demand




	
Tilney Smith & Williamson sees gross inflows of £4.5bn in nine months
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FCA's SDR regulation will 'make advisers sit up and listen'




	
Market Movers: Israel-Hamas drives investors to safe haven assets




	
Advice/guidance boundary review will help 'bridge advice gap'




	
FCA review confirms investment pathways working 'as intended'
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Minimising clients' IHT liabilities: Where there's a will there's a way




	
HMRC warns about taking benefits until it fixes LTA abolition rules




	
Child benefit changes extend tax trap to more parents
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